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This season a strong utilitarian feel influences old English elegance. The distinguished, regimental shapes and earthy 

colour of men’s traditional military tailoring is juxtaposed by sumptuous Indian jewel hues and the faded prints 

reminiscent of old majestic grandeur. 

 

Heavy cloths such as cotton drill, flannel and Harris Tweed contrast with fragile textures and highlights; silk-tulle lace 

singlets are delicately layered underneath structured outerwear whilst weighty, open-weave gauze skirts reveal a hint 

of the brightly coloured slip beneath. 

 

Stiff military coats are softened with decorative braiding and opulent pearls which are strung around the neck and 

trailed across shoulders and through epaulets. An officer’s coat-dress is teamed with a full dress in rich matt satin 

silk. A flannel cocoon-shaped cape coat is styled with long ribbed wool gloves in contrasting colours. 

 

   
 

A feminine but bold silhouette adds a modern edge to the more masculine theme; a neat silk cashmere cardigan 

worn with a voluminous airy skirt adds definition to the figure. Shrunken hound’s-tooth jackets are neat and graceful 

with rolled collars and cropped sleeves and colourful Fair Isle lambswool knit sweaters are slouchy and oversized, 

pulled in at the waist with a leather belt. 

 

Light, fluid fabrics are smooth and tactile; English roses on silk organza are tinted with Indian colours, dresses and 

skirts constructed from faille ribbons are constructed around the body, layered and looped with bows to finish.  

Unpredictable twists are a Paul Smith signature and are present throughout in the form of colourful stitching, 

highlighted buttons, piping and intricate pleating. Cotton shirting is simple in white or sandstone but on closer 

inspection see eccentric detailing in a collar finish cuff or split detail. 

 

A typically utilitarian palette of khaki, moss and brown is highlighted with vibrant punctuations of bright pink, mustard 

yellow and emerald green. 
 

 
Please contact Cindy Vieira at : cindy.vieira@paulsmith.co.uk 
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